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 Here’s What’s Brewing
AN OPEN LETTER FROM OUR EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR… 
 

Have you ever had something in your life take longer than you believed it would to fully come to 
fruition?  How about A LOT longer?  In moments like these - and really in all of life - I was challenged 
recently to choose thankfulness.  Thankfulness for the blessings that come along the way and breathe 
life-giving wind back into our sails.  Thankfulness as a day-by-day, moment-by-moment, ongoing 
perspective. And thankfulness as a constant choice, not just a fleeting thing that only gets expressed 
when I feel it.   
Did you know thankfulness is a choice?   
Do you believe there is always something, or at least parts of something, we can all be thankful for? 
 

Things like: 
“Thank you for getting us this far.” 

“Thank you for what you are doing, ‘cuz I know you’re up to something, even if I can’t quite see all of  
  it yet.” 

“Thank you for new, exciting collaborations with others who are on the same page and moving in the  
  same direction!” 

“Thank you for the story you’re telling, and that we get to be a part of it.” 

There is no shortage of perspectives and people who whisper things like, “If MUGS isn’t open by now, 
there is no way it is ever going to open!”  But our entire team, (those who have journeyed this 
adventure most closely and truly know), have more belief and passion in our mission than ever before!  
The first can challenge my thankfulness at times, but the second is a real thing that I am deeply 
thankful for.  I can see all that MUGS is capable of bringing to this region:  the benefit to our local 
economy, the lives and families who will be positively impacted, and so much more!  Thank you for 
your belief and ongoing support!  The story God is telling through this IS taking a little longer, but it is a 
great story that is worthy of telling!
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